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Introduction

All languages employ pitch variations or fundamental frequency (f_0) modifications as part of
their sound systems. However, languages differ in how f_0 modifications are used and the types
of functions served by these pitch fluctuations. One of the uses of pitch variations in a language
is intonation, which is the contrastive use of f_0 variation over the domain of a phrase or
utterance. In tone languages, variations in pitch are used to distinguish between word meanings.
Many of the languages spoken globally are tonal and are found in different geographical
environments. Although the data included in the tone chapter on The World Atlas of Language
Structures Online (WALS) do not fully represent all the spoken languages worldwide,
Maddieson (2013) indicated that about 58.2% of these languages have tone systems. In addition
to East Asia, Yip (2002) stated that tone languages are widely distributed in Africa. In subSaharan Africa, tone systems are found in Kwa languages such as Akan, Ewe, and Krachi (Yip,
2002).
In both tone and non-tone languages, fundamental frequency has the tendency to move
downwards or decline during an utterance, and this downtrend may be interrupted, causing a
reset in the pitch contour. Pitch reset is when a declined pitch contour returns to a higher level
at the start of a new utterance or intonational unit. Pitch reset occurs at the boundaries between
prosodic units and could signal the close relationship between one unit of speech and another;
f_0 resets may thus be significant cues of phrasing structure (Gussenhoven, 2004). Pitch reset
has been explored in accentual languages such as Swedish, Dutch, and Japanese (Swerts et al.,
1996; Truckenbrodt, 2002; Kawahara & Shinya, 2008; Ishihara, 2016); in tone languages, pitch
reset has been studied in Akan, Ékegusií, Bemba, and Chichewa (Kügler, 2016; Hieber, 2016;
Kula and Hamann, 2017; Downing, 2017).
In a tone language like Akan, the phenomenon of pitch reset may not be straightforward since
f_0 variations from lexical tones may interact and shape the intonational contour of Akan
utterances. Kügler (2016) observed pitch reset in complex declarative utterances in Akan. The
downward movement of the pitch contour was interrupted with a reset occurring at the left edge
of an embedded clause; that is, the prosodic boundary of an embedded clause was signalled
through pitch register reset. Kügler’s study revealed pitch reset at the beginning of the content
word that followed the embedded clause marker. The clausal marker was prosodically phrased
with the matrix clause, and a pause followed the clausal marker. Kügler reported that the pause
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that appeared after the clausal marker signalled the close connection between the clausal marker
and the matrix clause. Kügler also asserted that pitch reset was higher when a High tone
occurred at the start of the content word and was smaller when a Low tone occurred at the
beginning of the content word, implying that the degree of the pitch reset was dependent on the
tone structure.
Kügler (2016) is the only study on pitch reset in the Akan language to the researcher’s
knowledge. Hence, the present study is an extension of Kügler’s work, and it concerns how
lexical tones interact with pitch reset in the Asante Twi dialect. It is mainly based on a
hypothesis that was formed after a pilot study was conducted on two native speakers of Asante
Twi. The hypothesis is that pitch reset in complex declarative utterances in Akan occurs not
only in the content word, which follows the clausal marker, but also within the clausal marker.
The study aims to advance insights on the tone and intonation structure of the Akan language,
precisely how lexical tones shape the intonational contour of Akan utterances.

2

Background

2.1

Tone

A language is considered tonal if different pitch levels can change the meaning or grammatical
categories of words. Fundamental frequency (f_0) is an acoustic term that describes the speech
signal. f_0 represents the frequency of vibration of the vocal folds; it is measured in Hertz (Hz),
signalling the number of cycles per second the vocal folds vibrate. Pitch is a perceptual concept
closely related to fundamental frequency, and it concerns how a hearer perceives f_0;
accordingly, the faster the vibration of the vocal folds, the higher the resulting pitch, and the
slower the vocal folds’ vibration, the lower the pitch. Pitch is typically studied using the
logarithmic semitone scale, which is based on octaves that are further divided into twelve
semitones. The semitone scale provides a better approximation of how f_0 is perceived by a
listener.
A particular use of pitch is an essential attribute of speech in tone languages. Westermann and
Ward (2015) pointed out that pitch is specially used for two purposes in tone languages. They
are used to convey meaning distinction at the lexical level, that is, lexical tones, and to show
grammatical relationships, that is, grammatical tones. Grammatical tones can mark inflectional
categories in verbs, nouns and indicate derivational processes. In some tone languages, tone has
2

a grammatical or a lexical function, but other intermediate cases between these two extremes
can also occur. Tone is phonemic in tone languages, and minimal pairs, triplets, quadruplets,
and even quintuplets can be differentiated through tone. For instance, Edmondson & Gregerson
(1992) reported quintuplets in Gaoba Kam, a Tai-Kadai language spoken in southern China.
Tone languages are widely distributed in South East Asia, Africa, and the Americas (Yip, 2002).
In the Americas, tone systems are found in languages belonging to the Otomanguean family
such as Mixtec, Mazatec, Zapotec, Chinantec, Trique, and Chatino; in South East Asia,
languages of the Chinese language family, Tibeto-Burman, Tai-Kadai, Vietnamese, and Papuan
languages have tone systems (Yip, 2002). Tone languages are also densely concentrated in
Africa, including languages belonging to the Niger-Congo family such as Bimoba, Chichewa,
Bemba, Yoruba, Nupe, Mande, Kikuyu, Igbo, Akan, Ewe, Krachi, Tiv, Dagaare, Shona, and
Konni (Yip, 2002).
Unlike consonants and vowels, which are used as contrastive elements of words in all
languages, not all languages employ lexical tones or grammatical tones to distinguish between
words. Nevertheless, all languages linguistically use pitch variations to signal differences in
intonation at the supra-syllabic levels of the phonological hierarchy, including prosodic word,
phonological phrase, intonational phrase, and utterance tiers (Best, 2019). Languages that use
the pitch patterns of a phrase or an utterance to perform a grammatical function or convey
personal attitudes are referred to as intonation languages. However, Katamba (1989) indicated
that tone languages should not be contrasted with intonation languages because tone languages
also have intonation. There are different ways to transcribe tones since different regions have
developed tone transcription systems that suit the areas where they are. While Asianists use
digits 1 and 5 to represent Low and High tones, Africanists use accent marks to describe tones,
and Meso-Americanists use 1 and 5 to represent High and Low tones, respectively (Yip, 2002).
Tone languages have been grouped according to whether the pitch is required to reach a
particular height on the syllable and whether there should be pitch movement over the syllable’s
duration. Pike (1948) thus classified tone languages into two different types: register-tone or
level-tone languages and contour-tone languages. Register-tone languages have tones that are
level, and they do not show any significant changes in f_0. They have pitches that are relatively
stable and are different with regards to being relatively lower or higher. According to Michaud
and Vaissière (2015), level-tone languages have two to five relative pitch levels. They include
Low vs High; Low vs Mid vs High; Low vs Mid vs High vs Top; or Bottom vs Low vs Mid vs
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High vs Top. Languages with two-tone systems are the most common level-tone languages,
while level-tone languages with more than three types of tones are uncommon. Maddieson
(2013) indicated that about a quarter of the languages, that is 25.1%, included in WALS Online
have such simple and two-way tone systems, and less than a fifth of these languages have
complex tone systems. Dihoff (as cited in Michaud and Vaissière, 2015) identified one case of
tone language, Chori, which is spoken in Nigeria, with a six-level tone system. Yoruba, a Defoid
language of Nigeria, has a three-level tone system, while Navajo, a Native American language,
has two-level tone distinctions, High and Low (Maddieson, 2013). Level-tone languages are
widespread in sub-Saharan Africa.
Contour-tone languages have tones that include the rising or falling of the pitch over the
duration of the syllable. Most languages spoken in East and Southeast Asia, such as Thai,
Vietnamese, and all varieties of Chinese, have contour tones (Maddieson, 2013). There are also
some contour-tone languages spoken in Central America and Mexico. Languages with a
contour-tone system may have their contour either on polysyllables, within a single syllable, or
on any syllable that is light or heavy (Yip, 2002). When contours occur within a single syllable,
the syllable is always heavy and consists of two moras, each bearing a level tone. Yip (2002)
asserted that contours that occur on any syllable are considered true contour tones. Chinwe
(2014) revealed that while it is possible to group tone languages into register-tone and contourtone, register-tone languages do not lack contour because they have tonal assimilation rules
through which rising and falling tones are obtained. They may also have contour tones when
two morphemes come together. Contour tones are represented as a succession of level tones in
autosegmental analysis, and the pitch contour is obtained by the interpolation between points
related to individual Low and High tones (Cho & Flemming, 2011).

2.1.1

Downtrends and uptrends

Tone languages have been grouped according to their pitch realization properties, involving
several related concepts, such as upstep, downdrift, downstep, and final lowering. One distinct
feature, which underlies these descriptions is the presence of register shift either downward or
upward. Welmers (1959) and Clements (1979) identified these register shifts as terracing types
of systems. The downward and upward movement of the f_0 contour is found in many subSaharan African languages and some Native American languages.
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Downstep occurs when a High tone is lowered after a Low tone. Each High tone after a Low
tone is always a step lower than the previous High tone in any given sequence of tones. Thus,
subsequent High tones do not rise above the height of a downstepped High tone, causing a
terracing effect. For example, the second and third High (H) in a group of HLHLH tones will
be realized at a relatively lower pitch than the first and the second, respectively. Sometimes, a
High tone may also be lowered in the absence of a Low tone. Therefore, Stewart (1965)
classified downstep into two, automatic and non-automatic. He described automatic downstep
as when a High tone is lowered after a Low tone and non-automatic downstep as the lowering
of a High tone in the absence of a Low tone. Katamba (1989) stated that the underlying Low
tone, which creates non-automatic downstep, is called a floating tone because the tone loses its
segmental association and is not linked to any tone-bearing element.
Huang (1985) defined downdrift as the “automatic progressive overall lowering of pitch
throughout a phonological phrase” (p. 210). He posited that downdrift is automatic since, in a
group of tones, every High tone after a Low tone is always lower than the previous High tone
and every Low tone after a High tone is always a step lower than the previous Low tone.
Downdrift has also been used synonymously with automatic downstep by other scholars like
Snider and van der Hulst (1993), who referred to the two phenomena as the same process with
differences in only how they are derived. Katamba (1989) also mentioned that downstep is
similar to downdrift from the point of view of intonation since both processes motivate the
lowering of the pitch contour of an utterance.
Downstep and downdrift are the most common downtrends found in tone languages. Although
downstep and downdrift are closely related, one can be found in a language without the other.
Hyman (1985), for instance, identified Bamileke-Dschang, a language spoken in Cameroon, as
having downstep and no downdrift. Upstep is the opposite of downstep, and it involves the
upward movement of the tone register. Upstep occurs when the pitch of a tone is raised a step
higher than the previous occurrence of the same tone, thereby creating a rising intonation over
part of an utterance. A common form of upstep is when within an utterance, the pitch register
returns to its original position at some points after downdrift has occurred (Clements, 1979).
Truckenbrodt (2002) also defined upstep as the complete return of the pitch register to its initial
peak. Another form of downtrend is final lowering, which is an additional lowering that occurs
at the utterance-final position or the end of a prosodic constituent (Downing & Rialland, 2017).
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Depending on the language involved, the lowering can be either total or partial, such as the
lowering of a High tone to a Low level.
2.2

Intonation

The phenomenon of pitch also plays a significant role in the domain of intonation, which is
defined as the contrastive use of pitch variation by languages to mark phrases and express
meanings in discourse (Gussenhoven, 2004). Intonation is closely bound to other factors such
as patterns of timing, loudness, and voice quality (Nolan, 2006). Intonation may be used to
structure discourse and signal other pragmatic information in speech. In some languages like
English, intonation may emphasize the points of an utterance that is of higher informational
importance; it may also convey speakers’ attitude and state. Intonation has been identified as a
universal phenomenon, and even tone languages have ways of marking intonation. In tone
languages, intonation may be manifested in different ways, including the lowering or raising of
the pitch contour of a whole utterance and the modification of the final tone of an utterance.
For example, in Moro, which is a Heiban language spoken in Sudan, both declarative sentences
and polar questions are marked by a pitch fall at the end of the utterance; however, polar
questions are differentiated from declarative sentences through pitch raising at the onset of the
utterance in polar questions (Rose & Piccinini, 2017).
The pitch contour tends to decline throughout a phrase or an utterance. For non-tone languages,
this downward movement of the pitch contour has been associated with the term declination.
However, for tone languages, declination is not the only phenomenon that causes the downtrend
of the pitch contour but by other phonetic effects such as automatic and non-automatic
downsteps. Connell and Ladd (1990) defined declination as “a gradual modification (over the
course of a phrase or utterance) of the phonetic backdrop against which the phonologically
specified F0 targets are scaled” (p.2). The slope of a declined pitch contour depends on the
length of the speech unit in that the slope of more extended units are steeper than shorter units
(Swerts et al., 1996), and this shows that there is preplanning in declination where speakers
adjust the beginning of a pitch contour to a higher level in order to maintain the required
declination slope.
2.3

Pitch reset

Pitch reset is when a declined f_0 contour returns to a higher level when a new intonational unit
begins, allowing the repetition of the declination process. Truckenbrodt (2002) defined reset
6

“as the phenomenon in which previous downstep is interrupted, and a return to a higher height
is observed” (p.86). Truckenbrodt asserted that although pitch reset is prototypically defined as
the return of the pitch to the initial peak, reset is always partial since it does not go as high as
the initial peak, hence partial reset. He also pointed out that though upstep occurs at the end of
an intonational phrase before a new intonational phrase begins, the pitch contour returns to its
initial height instead in languages that exhibit this upstep phenomenon; on the other hand, in
reset, the pitch generally returns halfway to the initial peak across languages. In his report on
partial pitch reset in coordinated sentences in some Southern dialects of German, Truckenbrodt
revealed that pitch reset occurred at the beginning of the second clause and that the reset had a
close relationship with the phenomenon of upstep; this is because the start of the second clause
was downstepped to an upstep that occurred at the end of the first clause. He stated that no
upstep appeared at the end of the initial clause, where there was no following partial reset.
Pitch reset occurs at the boundaries between different intonational phrases, and among prosodic
cues such as pause, amplitude, and final lengthening, it has also been found that speakers use
pitch reset to structure information in speech. Speakers use pitch reset as a cue for discourse
segmentation and to encode hierarchical structure in discourse. In conversations, listeners may
use pitch reset as a cue to decode the structure of discourse. Lin and Fon (2011) disclosed that
pitch reset affects listeners’ perception at discourse boundaries. When a pitch reset was inserted
within a string of nonsense syllables, Lin and Fon’s experiment showed that listeners
recognized the reset as a boundary, and the speed at which they detected the boundary increased
when the amount of reset was increased.
Pitch reset in speech may be influenced by factors such as sentence type (e.g., declarative or
interrogative), information focus (e.g., contrast or emphasis) and emotions (e.g., anger or joy).
In a study on the intonation of Bemba, a Bantu tone language spoken in Zambia, Kula and
Hamann (2017) observed pitch reset in main clauses that had a fronted complementizer clause
and fronted relative clause. They indicated that after a boundary with a Low tone in the
subordinate clause and a boundary with a High tone in the relative clause, pitch reset was the
significant cue that identified a following intonational phrase. Similarly, in Chichewa, a Bantu
tone language of Malawi, Downing (2017) revealed that pitch reset marked the domains within
an intonational phrase. Subjects, topics, and internal clauses, like relative and complementizer
clauses, were marked by a reset in the pitch contour. Pitch reset was used to identify different
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information in multiple clauses. Thus, in both Chichewa and Bemba, speakers used boundary
tones and pitch reset to distinguish between phrases and different sentence types.
Studies on pitch reset have also showed that the degree of pitch reset corresponds to the level
of that boundary in the prosodic hierarchy (Swerts et al., 1996; Kawahara & Shinya, 2008).
Kawahara and Shinya (2008) revealed that in Japanese, the degree of reset found at the left edge
of an intonational phrase (between coordinated clauses) was larger than that found at the edge
of a major phrase (within a clause); that is, the amount of reset was a significant factor, which
distinguished an intonational phrase (IP) from a major phrase (MaP) or phonological phrase.
Similarly, Swerts et al. (1996) found systematic differences in pitch reset between higher and
lower prosodic units in Swedish spontaneous and read-aloud monologues. Their study revealed
a stronger degree of reset in utterances than in phrases. Likewise, Hieber (2016) showed that
the extent of pitch reset signalled the boundaries of greater and lesser prosodic units in
narratives in Ékegusií, a Bantu language of southwestern Kenya. While smaller pitch reset
correlated with a smaller prosodic break, more significant reset indicated greater transition
points in discourse.
2.4

Akan language

Akan is a Kwa language belonging to the Niger-Congo language family. It is the language
widely spoken in Ghana among over 70 indigenous languages spoken in the country. Akan is
the mother tongue of a larger percentage of the Ghanaian population, and it is often used as a
second language by non-Akans throughout the country. Eberhard et al. (2020) pointed out that
Akan has about 9.1 million speakers, and it is the mother tongue of about 8.1 million people in
Ghana. Akan is a cluster of several mutually intelligible dialects with two main dialects, Fante
and Twi. The Fante dialect is further divided into sub-dialects, including Agona, Ekumfi, Iguae,
Breman, Nkusukum, and Gomoa, and the Twi dialect is divided into sub-dialects including
Akyem, Akuapem, Asante, Wassa, Bono, and Kwahu. Fante is primarily spoken in the Central,
Western North, and Western regions, while Twi is primarily spoken in the Eastern, Ashanti,
Bono, Ahafo, and Bono East regions of Ghana. The current study will focus on the Asante Twi
dialect, mainly spoken by the Ashanti ethnic group located in the Ashanti region. Asante Twi
is spoken by over 3.8 million people of the Ghanaian population (Eberhard et al., 2020).
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Figure 1. The map of Ghana, indicating the 16 regional divisions of the country. The regions
where Akan is mainly spoken are marked with green.

2.4.1

Akan sound inventory

Figure 2 shows the vowel inventory of Akan. The language has nine phonemic vowels which
are /i/, /ɪ/, /e/, /ɛ/, /a/, /u/, /ʊ/, /o/, and /ↄ/. There is a tenth vowel [æ] which is considered an
allophone of the phoneme /a/. In addition to the oral vowels, Akan has five nasalized vowels
including /i᷈/, /ɪ᷈/, /a᷈/, /u᷈/, and /ʊ᷈/. The language also has a vowel harmony system, a phenomenon
where vowels within a word must share common phonological properties. Akan vowel harmony
is based on the advancement of the tongue root. The vowels /i/, /e/, /o/, and /u/ have the
Advanced Tongue Root feature [+ATR], meaning that the root of the tongue is pushed forward
during articulation, and the vowels /ɪ/, /ɛ/, /a/, /ɔ/, and /ʊ/ have the Unadvanced Tongue Root
feature [-ATR] where the tongue root is retracted during articulation. The vowel [æ] is also
classified as the [+ATR] counterpart of the phoneme /a/.
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Front

Central

Back (Rounded)

i

u
ɪ

ʊ
e

o
ↄ

ɛ
æ
a

Figure 2. The Akan vowel chart taken from the Akan dictionary, 2011.

The phonemic consonants in Akan include /p/, /b/, /t/, /n/, /r/, /f/, /s/, /h/, /j/, /d/, /k/, /g/, /m/, and
/w/. There are other phonetic consonants, which results from phonological processes like
palatalization and velarization. Table 1 shows the consonant inventory of Akan adopted from
Adomako (2008).

Bilabial

Labio-

Alveolar Pre-

p, b

Velar

Glottal

k/kʷ,

*ʔ

palatal

dental
Stop

Palatal

t, d

g/gʷ
Fricative

f

S

h
ɕ (hy)

Labialized
ɕʷ (hw)

Fricative
(voiceless)

ʨ(ky)

Affricate

dʑ(gy)
Labialized

ʨʷ, dʑʷ

Affricate

(tw,dw)

Lateral

L

(voiced)
10

Nasal

m

N

Ɲ (ny)

ŋ (n)

ɲʷ (nw)

ŋʷ (nw)

y

w

(voiced)
Labialized
nasal
(voiced)
Glide

R

(voiced)
Table 1. ‘Unified’ Akan consonant chart by Adomako (2008)

2.4.2

Word order in Akan

Akan has a subject-verb-object (SVO) word order. In simple transitive and intransitive
declarative sentences, the subject argument precedes the predicate, and the object argument
follows the predicate within transitive constructions. In noun phrases, determiners and
adjectives follow the noun as seen in examples (1) and (2).
(1) Àdú
Adu

dì-ì

ànkáá

kɔ̀kɔ́ɔ́

nó

eat-PAST

orange

red

DEF

‘Adu ate the red orange.’

(2) Pàpá
Man

nó

bέ-kɔ́

DEF

FUT-go

‘The man will go.’

However, in Akan, possessives precede the noun in noun phrases, as exemplified below.

(1) Ámà
Ama

á-fà

mè

síkà

PERF-take

1SGPOSS

money

‘Ama has taken my money.’
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2.4.3

Tone in Akan

Akan is a level-tone language that uses different pitch levels to distinguish between the
meanings and grammatical categories of words. The functional load carried by tone in grammar
is more significant than in the lexicon (Dolphyne, 2016), and the grammatical function is
associated with the expression of verb aspect, tense, and arguments structures of the verb. The
language makes use of two contrastive level tones, High (H) and Low (L), transcribed as [´]
and [`], respectively. Lexical tone contrasts can be found in adverbs, verbs, nouns, and
adjectives. Some minimal pairs are given below:
/dá/ ‘sleep’ or ‘day’

/dà/ ‘never’

/bèrὲ/ ‘time’

/bérὲ/ ‘palm frond’

/àsɔ́/ ‘hoe’

/ásɔ̀/ ‘female given name’

/dádá/ ‘already’

/dàdà/ ‘old’

/sú/ ‘cry’

/sù/ ‘character’

Grammatical tone contrasts may differentiate between habitual and stative verb forms in Akan.
For instance, the verb hyὲ ‘to wear’ has different tone patterns in (1a) and (1b), where the Low
tone in (1a) marks the stative form of the verb and the High tone in (1b) marks the habitual
form of the verb.
(1a) Ɔ̀ -hyὲ
He/she-wear.STAT

ὲkyέ
hat

‘He/she is wearing a hat.’
(1b) Ɔ̀ -hyέ
He/she-wear.HAB

ὲkyέ
hat

‘He/she wears a hat.’
There is also lexicogrammatical tone distinction in Akan, with examples given below:
/ɔ̀wɔ́/ ‘snake’

/ɔ̀wɔ̀/ ‘he or she has’

/ɔ̀dɔ́/ ‘love’

/ɔ̀dɔ̀/ ‘he or she loves’

/ɔ̀pέ/ ‘harmattan’

/ɔ̀pὲ/ ‘he or she likes’
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Unlike in a tone language like Yoruba, where tone marks are an important factor in ambiguous
texts, most African tone languages like Akan is written without tone diacritics, and native
speakers will still understand written texts. Courtenay (1971) pointed out that when all tone
diacritics in Yoruba are omitted, a Yoruba speaker reads his or her language with challenges
and many hesitations.
Abakah (2005) asserted that the tone bearing-unit (TBU) in Akan is the syllable, and he
distinguished between three main types of syllables which include a sonorant (C) which acts as
a syllabic nucleus and open syllables (V, CV). He also reported a third syllable type, CC and
suggested that it might be a complex onset of a CCV syllable type in Akan, although this
argument is yet to be established. All syllabic consonants and vowels carry tone in Akan
(Creissels, 1994 & Dolphyne, 1998, cited in Manyah, 2014). In addition, word-final non-vowel
sonorants, postconsonantal liquids, and preconsonantal nasal consonants are tone-bearing units
since they are syllabic in Akan; two contrastive tones which are linked in Akan, can also
produce gliding or contour tones if the tone-bearing units, VV, CV or VC, are adjacent (Abakah,
2015).
Akan has been found to exhibit the downtrend phenomenon with the occurrence of pitch register
shift. The language has the downstep system where the presence (downdrift/automatic
downstep) or absence (non-automatic downstep) of a Low tone may cause the downward
movement of successive High tones. Whether automatic and non-automatic downsteps are the
same or two different phonetic processes, researchers of Akan have debated it. Stewart (1965)
and Genzel & Kügler (2011) equated automatic downstep with non-automatic downstep, which
is also similar to Snider (2007), who posited that automatic and non-automatic downsteps are
the same phonetic processes in Chumburung, a language spoken in the Northern and Volta
regions of Ghana. On the other hand, Dolphyne (1994) argued that automatic and non-automatic
downstep are two different phonetic processes in Akan.
2.4.4

Intonation in Akan

Within the domain of Akan utterances, the pitch contour tends to glide downwards, which is
caused by local tonal interactions. Kügler (2017) reported that even in Akan utterances, where
only High tones or only Low tones occurred, the pitch contour declined throughout the
utterances. There is also a preplanning effect in Akan where speakers start utterances at a higher
pitch to maintain declination in speech (Genzel, 2013). Like non-tone languages, including
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English and some African tone languages such as Moro, the pitch contour serves as an indicator
of different sentence types in Akan. The intonation of a simple declarative in Akan shows the
downward movement of the pitch pattern to a final Low pitch register tone.
In addition to the expression of questions through morphology and syntax in Akan, questions
can be marked prosodically. Prosodically, polar questions are marked by an expansion of the
pitch register and a Low boundary tone (L%), followed by sentence-final vowel lengthening
(Kügler, 2017) and breathy termination (Rialland, 2009). Genzel (2013) mentioned that what
differentiates a final lowering in a declarative utterance in Akan from a Low boundary tone in
a polar question is that the Low boundary tone exhibits a sharply falling pitch movement on a
final High-toned vowel. The Low boundary tone is enhanced by articulatory effects; speakers
lengthen the phrase-final vowel, accompanied by an increase in intensity. The raising of the
pitch register in polar questions causes High and Low tones to be realized higher in polar
questions than in declarative sentences (Genzel, 2013).
Kügler (2016) revealed that Akan speakers employ pitch reset as a cue for an embedded
intonational phrase. In complex declarative sentences, pitch reset occurs at the left edge of an
embedded complementizer clause. Kügler also showed pitch reset within left-dislocated
structures; in Akan, topicalized constituents are moved to the initial position of the sentence,
and the matrix clause, which follows the fronted constituent, is indicated by pitch register reset
as an embedded clause.
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3

Materials and methods

This section presents a detailed description of the methods and data used in this research. It
describes the speech data and subjects recruited for the study, and it discusses how the data was
collected, how it was pre-processed and the method of analysis employed in the study.
3.1

Design and speech materials

The experiment involved two factors: the word before and after the subordinate
conjunctions gyé sὲ ‘unless’ and ànsá nà ‘before’. The words were disyllabic words that had
all the possible tonal structures. Two trisyllabic words were also used, but only the tone patterns
of the second and final syllables were considered.
For the complex sentences, two transitive verbs, ǹ-tɔ́ ‘NEG-buy’ and m̀-frέ ‘NEG-call’ were
used to form two sentence frames. Four complex sentences were formed from each frame with
the subordinate conjunction gyé sὲ ‘unless’. The conjunction, gyé sὲ ‘unless’, was labelled as
C1. The word before and after the conjunction were disyllabic words. The first syllable of the
disyllabic word before the conjunction was labelled T1 and T2 for the second syllable. The first
syllable of the disyllabic word after the conjunction was labelled T3 and T4 for the second
syllable. The four complex sentences were formed from the first conjunction (C1) by giving T2
and T3 all the possible tonal combinations to determine the boundary where the pitch reset will
occur and the interaction between the lexical tones and the intonational phrases. Then, another
four complex sentences were formed from each sentence frame with the subordinate
conjunction ànsá nà ‘before’. The conjunction ànsá nà ‘before’ was also labelled C2, and the
process was repeated for the second conjunction (C2). So, 16 complex sentences were formed
from the two transitive verbs using the two conjunctions.
Each of the four intransitive verbs ń-kàsá ‘NEG-talk’, ǹ-sà ‘NEG-dance’, ń-nìdí ‘NEG-eat’,
and ǹ-nà ‘NEG-sleep’ was also used to form two complex sentences using the first conjunction
(C1) gyé sὲ ‘unless’. The first syllable of the disyllabic verbs ǹ-sà ‘NEG-dance’ and ǹ-nà
‘NEG-sleep’ was labelled as T1 and T2 for the second syllable. For the trisyllabic verbs ńkàsá’ ‘NEG-talk’ and ń-nìdí ‘NEG-eat’, the second and last syllables were labelled as T1 and
T2. The word after the conjunction was a disyllabic word and labelled as T3 and T4. The
sentences were formed by giving T2 and T3 all the possible tonal combinations. Another eight
complex sentences were formed using the second conjunction (C2) ànsá nà ‘before’, and the
process was repeated for the second conjunction (C2). The intransitive verbs produced 16
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complex sentences, so 32 sentences were formed from the transitive and intransitive verbs. The
32 complex sentences were then repeated by varying the subject noun phrases in the matrix
clause, creating 64 complex sentences. Table 2 indicates the eight tonal combinations of the
syllables; it also displays the words that preceded and followed the conjunction.

Table 2. Tonal combinations and words employed in the experiment
Tonal combinations

Preceding word

Following word

(T2_C_T3)

(T1_T2)

(T3_T4)

sófì (shovel), Ásɔ̀ (female given name), ǹ-

Mánsá (female given

sà (NEG-dance), ǹ-nà (NEG-sleep)

name)

L_C1_H

sófì (shovel), Ámà (female given name), ǹ- Yàà (female given
L_C1_L

H_C1_H

sà (NEG-dance), ǹ-nà (NEG-sleep)

name), wɔ̀fà (uncle)

àbέ (palm nut), Kòfí (male given name), ń-

Mánsá (female given

nìdí (NEG-eat), ń-kàsá (NEG-talk)

name)

àbέ (palm nut), Kòfí (male given name), ńnìdí (NEG-eat), ń-kàsá (NEG-talk), Mánsá
H_C1_L

(female given name)

wɔ̀fà (uncle)

sófì (shovel), Ámà (female given name), ǹ- Mánsá (female given
L_C2_H

L_C2_L

H_C2_H

sà (NEG-dance), ǹ-nà (NEG-sleep)

name)

sófì (shovel), Ásɔ̀ (female given name), ǹ-

Yàà (female given

sà (NEG-dance), ǹ-nà (NEG-sleep)

name), wɔ̀fà (uncle)

àbέ (palm nut), Kòfí (male given name), ń-

Mánsá (female given

nìdí (NEG-eat), ń-kàsá (NEG-talk)

name)

àbέ (palm nut), Kòfí (male given name), ńnìdí (NEG-eat), ń-kàsá (NEG-talk), Mánsá
H_C2_L

(female given name)

wɔ̀fà (uncle)

In addition to the 64 sentences, 32 sentences were used as fillers. The fillers were used to
prevent participants from creating some pattern when producing the sentences, which will affect
the naturalness of the speech data. The fillers were later taken out from the data. For the fillers,
four complex sentences were adopted from Kügler (2016) and used as frames. The subject noun
phrases in the matrix and subordinate clauses in the complex sentences were varied to produce
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eight sentences per frame, creating 32 sentences. In total, 96 complex sentences were used for
the experiment.
3.2

Subjects

Five native speakers of Asante Twi participated in the experiment. Three of the speakers were
males, and two were females. The age of the speakers ranged from 28 years to 43 years, with a
mean age of 34 years. None of the participants reported any speech or hearing-related problems,
and they all resided in the Helsinki region in Finland. Two participants were researchers, and
one was a student at the university. For the other two speakers, one was a nurse, and the other
worked in a company. All the speakers reported English as their second language; all the
participants also provided written consent to participate in the study.
3.3

Procedure

The audio recordings were made in the homes of the participants in a quiet room. Each
participant was presented with a paper that had 96 sentences in a different randomised order.
Before the participants produced the sentences, they were given some time to familiarize with
the sentences. The participants were digitally recorded at a sample rate of 44.1 kHz on a Lenovo
laptop using Audacity (Version 2.4.2), Audient iD4 USB audio interface, and DPA d:fine
Headset microphone with omnidirectional sensitivity. The whole experiment lasted about 30
minutes, with participants being given a short break after producing every ten sentences.
Excluding the filler sentences, the syllables of the subordinate conjunction and the syllables of
the word before and after the conjunction in all the sentences were manually segmented and
labelled in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2021). The f_0 of the syllables was automatically
measured in Praat using the ProsodyPro script (Xu, 2013). The script was used to extract the
Mean f_0 values of the syllables. The obtained f_0 values were analysed in R; the statistical
analysis relied on a linear mixed model with speaker and item (eight tonal combinations) as
random effects.
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4

Results and analysis

In what follows is the findings from the current study. This section presents the pitch reset
patterns observed in the data, and it displays results from the statistical analysis conducted on
the Mean f_0 values. Pitch reset is represented by ‘%reset’, which is adopted from Peng et al.
(2005).
4.1

Pitch reset in Akan

The study’s findings reflect f_0 reset occurring in the two subordinate conjunctions gyé sὲ
‘unless’ and ànsá nà ‘before’. Figures 3a and 3b depict the complex sentence in (1) produced
by a female speaker. As the figures show, there is an interruption in the downtrend of the pitch
contour, with a reset occurring in ànsá nà ‘before’ in the complex sentence. The f_0 contour of
the matrix clause Òwúsú m̀-frέ Ámà ‘Owusu will not call Ama’ moves downwards, and it is
followed by a pause. While there were few instances where two speakers realised a pause
between the matrix clause and the dependent clause, three speakers consistently inserted a pause
between the two clauses. When the speakers realised a pause between the clauses, it was
consistently before the clausal marker but not after the clausal marker; prosodically, the
subordinate conjunction was always phrased with the subordinate clause. After the pause in (1),
there is a reset in the initial syllable tone of ànsá nà ‘before’ (cf. 8th syllable in Figure 3b).
Although the second syllable tone of the conjunction is higher, the initial syllable Low tone of
the conjunction is not on the same level as the Low-initial tone of the matrix clause. Also, the
High-final syllable of the noun Òwúsú (3rd syllable) spreads to the Low-initial syllable of the
following verb m̀-frέ ‘NEG-call’ (4th syllable). The underlying Low-initial tone of the verb is
no more realised but is a floating tone, causing the spread High tone on the initial syllable to
downstep (!H). The figures also show that the pitch range of the main clause is higher than the
pitch range of the subordinate clause in sentence (1).

(1) Òwúsú
Owusu

m̀-frέ

Ámà

ànsá nà

Mánsá

á-dà

NEG-call

Ama

before

Mansa

CONS-sleep

‘Owusu will not call Ama before Mansa sleeps.’
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Figure 3a. Waveform, spectrogram and smoothed f_0 contour of sentence (1).

Figure 3b. Syllables in sentence (1).
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Similarly, in sentence (2), demonstrated in Figures 4a and 4b, a pause is inserted after the main
clause Kòfí ǹ-tɔ́ àbέ ‘Kofi will not buy palm nut’, and there is a reset in the first syllable of ànsá
nà ‘before’. The tone of an (cf. 7th syllable in Figure 4b) is not as high as the following syllable
tone; the Low tone of an is also not on the same level as the Low-initial tone of the matrix
clause. The High-final syllable of the noun Kòfí spreads to the Low-initial tone of the following
verb ǹ-tɔ́ ‘NEG-buy’; the Low tone is dissociated from its segment, and the High tone surfaces
as a downstepped High (!H). Again, the figures illustrate a higher pitch range in the main clause
than in the subordinate clause in sentence (2). A female speaker produced sentence (2).

(2) Kòfí
Kofi

ǹ-tɔ́
NEG-buy

àbέ
palm nut

ànsá nà

Mánsá

á-bà

before

Mansa

CONS-come

‘Kofi will not buy palm nut before Mansa comes.’

Figure 4a. Waveform, spectrogram and smoothed f_0 contour of sentence (2).
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Figure 4b. Syllables in sentence (2).
Consider Figures 5a, 5b and 6a, 6b, which illustrate a pitch reset in gyé sὲ ‘unless’ in the
complex sentences in (3) and (4). In Figure 5a, which depicts sentence (3) also produced by a
female speaker, the speaker inserted a pause after the main clause Ásɔ̀ ń-nìdí ‘Asↄ will not eat’.
After the pause, a reset occurs at the start of the conjunction gyé sὲ ‘unless’ in the 6th syllable
(cf. Figure 5b); the conjunction is also phrased with the subordinate clause Mánsá ádà ‘Mansa
sleeps.’ Further, the first syllable tone of the conjunction is almost as high as the initial High
tone of the matrix clause.

(3) Ásɔ̀
Asↄ

ń-nìdí

gyé sὲ

Mánsá

á-dà

NEG-eat

unless

Mansa

CONS-sleep

‘Asↄ will not eat unless Mansa sleeps.’
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Figure 5a. Waveform, spectrogram and smoothed f_0 contour of sentence (3).

Figure 5b. Syllables in sentence (3).
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Note how in Figure 6a, the speaker did not insert a pause between the two clauses in sentence
(4). The f_0 contour of the main clause, Kòfí ntɔ́ sófì ‘Kofi will not buy shovel’, declines to the
lower end in the speaker’s pitch range, and it is followed by a reset at the start of gyé sὲ ‘unless’
in the 7th syllable (cf. Figure 5b). The pitch contour of Yàà ábà ‘Yaa comes’ also glides down
to a lower level. A male speaker produced sentence (4).
(4) Kòfí
Kofi

ǹ-tɔ́

sófì

gyé sὲ

Yàà

á-bà

NEG-buy

shovel

unless

Yaa

CONS-come

‘Kofi will not buy shovel unless Yaa comes.’

Figure 6a. Waveform, spectrogram and smoothed f_0 contour of sentence (4).
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Figure 6b. Syllables in sentence (4).
Likewise, in the complex sentence in (5), no pause is realised between the two clauses Kòfí m̀frέ Mánsá ‘Kofi will not call Mansa’, and wɔ̀fà á-fìrì hɔ́ ‘uncle leaves there’ as illustrated in
Figure 7a. Similarly, the pitch contour moves down to the lower end of the speaker’s pitch
register, followed by a reset at the start of the conjunction gyé sὲ, before (cf. 7th syllable in
Figure 7b). The final High tone of the dependent clause wɔ̀fà á-fìrì hɔ́ ‘uncle leaves there’ is
not raised compared to the preceding Low tone, but the final tone would move lower compared
to the preceding High if the final tone were a lexical Low. Sentence (5) was also produced by
a male speaker.

(5) Kòfí
Kofi

m̀-frέ

Mánsá

gyé sὲ

wɔ̀fà

á-fìrì

hɔ́

NEG-call

Mansa

unless

uncle

CONS-leave

there

‘Kofi will not call Mansa unless uncle leaves there.’
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Figure 7a. Waveform, spectrogram and smoothed f_0 contour of sentence (5).

Figure 7b. Syllables in sentence (5).
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4.2

Mean f_0 values

Figure 8 illustrates the f_0 values of the eight tonal combinations used to form the complex
sentences. The numbers represent the consecutive syllables of the word that preceded the
conjunction (syllables 1 and 2), the conjunction (syllables 3, 4 and 5), and the word that
followed the conjunction (syllables 6 and 7). Syllable 3 has no value in the tonal combinations
of the first conjunction (C1) gyé sὲ ‘unless’ since the conjunction is disyllabic, causing the
discontinuity in the figure. The male speakers are on the lower level, and the female speakers
are on the upper level.
Across the male and the female speakers, Figure 8 shows that the height of both the first
conjunction (C1) gyé sὲ ‘unless’ and the second conjunction (C2) ànsá nà ‘before’ was higher
than the height of the preceding word and the following word, demonstrating that the reset
occurred in the subordinate conjunction. Whether the final syllable (syllable 2) of the preceding
word was Low or High, the initial tone of the conjunction was always higher when the
conjunction started with a High tone, as seen in the first conjunction (C1) indicated by syllable
4. However, the difference was not significant when the initial tone of the conjunction was Low,
which is reflected in the second conjunction (C2) identified by syllable 3, although the second
tone of the conjunction was higher (syllable 4). It is clear from the figure that in only two of the
female speech conditions, the High-initial tone of the following word (syllable 6) was slightly
higher than the Low-final tone of the conjunction (number 5); the tone of the initial syllable of
the following word (syllable 6) was lower when it was a Low tone. Unlike syllable 2, the High
and Low tones of syllable 6 appear distinctive. Also, the female speakers seemed to be more
different and clearer as the conjunction do not overlap with respect to the High tone of the
conjunction (syllable 4).
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Figure 8. Tonal combinations for the male and the female speakers. The male speakers are on
the lower level, and the female speakers are on the upper level. The numbers represent the
consecutive syllables of the preceding word (1 and 2), conjunction (3,4 and 5), and the
following word (6 and 7). Syllable 3 has no value in the tonal combinations of the first
conjunction (C1) because the conjunction is disyllabic, hence the discontinuity in the figure.

The difference in the mean fundamental frequency of the syllables was calculated in semitones;
this was justified from the fact that the perception of tone and intonation in terms of f_0 is
logarithmic in nature and a relative scale removes the effect of individual pitch level and, more
importantly, the differences between speakers' sex, as females tend to have higher f_0. The
means and standard deviations of the tonal difference between the final syllable of the
conjunction (Low tone in both conjunctions) and the initial syllable of the following content
word are illustrated in Tables 3a, 3b and 4a, 4b.
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Table 3a. Means of C1

Table 3b. Means of C2

Conjunction 1

Conjunction 2

H

L

H

0.5606826

3.825365

L

0.6165494

2.812227

Table 4a. Standard deviations of C1

H

L

H

0.3784224

2.626949

L

0.2924390

2.051545

Table 4b. Standard deviations of C2

Conjunction 1

Conjunction 2

H

L

H

1.508593

1.602018

L

1.918468

1.777229

H

L

H

1.573614

1.508601

L

1.601063

1.515964

Figure 9 depicts the boxplot for the tonal difference. Figure 9 shows that the final Low tone of
the conjunction was always higher than the initial tone of the following content word, indicating
that the reset occurred before the content word. For the disyllabic word, the difference was
small but non-zero when the initial tone of the following word was High (first two boxes), but
the difference was higher when the initial tone of the following word was Low (3rd and 4th
boxes). The differences were similar when the conjunction was trisyllabic. In the trisyllabic
conjunction, the difference was larger when the initial tone of the following word was High (5th
and 6th boxes) but relatively smaller in the case of a following Low tone (7th and 8th boxes).
Regardless, the final tone of the conjunction was never lower than the following tone.
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Figure 9. Tonal difference between the final syllable of the conjunction and the initial syllable
of the following word.

In order to assess the statistical significance of the effects of different tonal contexts on the pitch
difference between the last syllable of the conjunction (always Low) and the first syllable of
the following word (High or Low depending on the word), a linear model was fitted. More
specifically, a linear mixed model was fitted using the lme4 package in R. The models were
fitted to predict syllable difference in semitones with the tone of the preceding syllable (High
or Low), conjunction type (tri- vs disyllabic), and tone of the following syllable (High or Low)
as fixed factors. The model included speaker and item (eight tonal combinations) as random
effects.
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The model's total explanatory power was substantial (conditional R2 = 0.69), and the part
related to the fixed effects alone (marginal R2) was of 0.35. The model's intercept,
corresponding to tnpre = High, tncon = C1 and tnpst = High, is at 0.97 (95% CI [0.19, 1.76],
t(314) = 2.42, p <.05). Within this model:
a. The effect of tnpre [Low] was non-significantly negative (beta = -0.41, 95% CI [-1.18,
0.37], t(314) = -1.03, p = 0.304; Std. beta = -0.20, 95% CI [-0.58, 0.18]).
b. The effect of tncon [C2] was non-significantly negative (beta = -0.61, 95% CI [-1.39,
0.16], t(314) = -1.55, p = 0.122; Std. beta = -0.30, 95% CI [-0.68, 0.08]).
c. The effect of tnpst [Low] was significantly positive (beta = 2.36, 95% CI [1.59, 3.14],
t(314) = 5.96, p < .001; Std. beta = 1.15, 95% CI [0.77, 1.53]).
Standardized parameters were obtained by fitting the model on a standardized version of the
dataset. 95% Confidence Intervals (CIs) and p-values were computed using the Wald
approximation. In summary, the pitch level between the last syllable of the conjunction (always
Low) was the only tonal feature that significantly increased the difference between the syllables.
More importantly, the difference was always positive, as shown by the estimated intercept.
Regardless of the tone type of the following syllable, the last syllable of the conjunction was
consistently higher in pitch than the following syllable.
The means and standard deviations of the tonal difference between the last syllable of the
preceding word and the High tone of the conjunctions (initial syllable of the first
conjunction gyé sὲ ‘unless’ and medial syllable of the second conjunction ànsá nà ‘before’) are
indicated in Tables 5a, 5b and 6a, 6b. Note that the Low-initial tone of the trisyllabic
conjunction ànsá nà ‘before’ was not considered.

Table 5a. Means of C1

Table 5b. Means of C2

Conjunction 1

Conjunction 2

H

L

H

-3.839128

-4.393892

L

-4.144874

-4.025599

Table 6a. Standard deviations of C1
Conjunction 1

H

L

H

-2.118915

-2.765566

L

-2.537841

-2.151170

Table 6b. Standard deviations of C2
Conjunction 2
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H

L

H

2.097084

2.636278

L

2.798901

2.077119

H

L

H

2.230436

1.89631

L

1.898981

2.78828

The tonal difference between the final syllable of the preceding word and the High tone of the
conjunctions are represented as a boxplot in Figure 10. The first four boxes illustrate the
difference in the female group, and the last four boxes indicate the difference in the male group.
Figure 10 demonstrates that the final tone of the preceding word was always lower than the
High tone of the conjunctions, whether the preceding tone was High (1st and 3rd boxes in the
groups) or Low (2nd and 4th boxes in the groups). The High tone of the conjunctions was
systematically higher about four semitones when the conjunction was disyllabic gyé sὲ ‘unless’
(H-L) but over 1.5 semitones lower when the conjunction was trisyllabic ànsá nà ‘before’ (LH-L). Interestingly, the differences were only determined by the syllable count of the
conjunction, as there were no differences within the two groups determined by the tones around
the conjunction.

Figure 10. Tonal difference between the final syllable of the preceding word and the High
tone of the first conjunction (C1) and the second conjunction (C2). The first four boxes
illustrate the difference in the female group, and the last four boxes depict the difference in
the male group. Within the groups, the 2nd and 4th boxes represent a preceding Low tone.
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Figure 11 shows the boxplot for the tonal difference within the syllables of the word that
preceded the conjunction. The figure demonstrates that the High tone within the preceding word
was High, and the Low tone was also Low. The difference between the High tone and the Low
tone was about two semitones.

Figure 11. Tonal difference within the syllables of the preceding word.

The tonal difference within the syllables of the conjunction is visualized as a boxplot in Figure
12. The figure reflects no difference between the syllables of the first conjunction (High-Low)
and the last two syllables of the second conjunction (High-Low); the High tone and the Low
tone within both conjunctions were the same. Compared to the tonal difference within the word
that preceded the conjunction, the High-Low vs Low-High difference in the word that followed
the conjunction was small. The difference is represented as a boxplot in Figure 13.
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Figure 12. Tonal difference between the High-Low syllables of the first conjunction and HighLow syllables of the second conjunction.

Figure 13. Tonal difference within the syllables of the following word.
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5

Discussion

The hypothesis in this thesis was that pitch reset in complex declarative utterances in Akan
occurs not only after the clausal marker but also within the clausal marker. The results indeed
corroborate the assumption, as the downward movement of the pitch contour is always
interrupted within the subordinate conjunction, and the pitch pattern of the conjunction moves
to a higher level, indicating the start of a new intonational unit.
The results contrast with the study conducted by Kügler (2016), where within an embedded
complementizer clause, pitch reset occurred after the complementizer and at the beginning of
the following content word. However, the current study supports Kügler’s findings that the
degree of pitch reset is dependent on the tonal structure. Findings from the present study
indicate that pitch reset is higher when the tone of the reset is High and lower when it is a Low
tone, as reset was more significant when the first syllable tone of the subordinate conjunction
was High and smaller when the conjunction started with a Low tone.
Interestingly, the tonal behaviour of the subordinate conjunction remained the same regardless
of the tonal structure of the word before and after the conjunction; the conjunction was
prominent in the subordinate clause across the speakers. Also, it seems speakers prosodically
marked contrast in the subordinate conjunction, which caused the higher realisation of the
conjunction. Regardless of whether the content word that followed the conjunction had a Low
or High tone at the beginning, the final Low tone of the conjunction was higher than the initial
tone of the following word. If the final Low tone was higher than the initial syllable High tone
of the following word, it could be explained as a local case of automatic downstep (downdrift)
at that specific juncture. Probably for declination to take place, the following Low tone also
needed to become lower than the last syllable Low tone of the conjunction; nevertheless, it is
not always straightforward to decide which phonetic or phonological effect is causing an
observed lowering in some cases since the process could be complicated in tone languages.
The subordinate conjunction being prosodically phrased with the subordinate clause, with the
pause consistently appearing before the conjunction, differs from Kügler’s (2016) study.
Kügler’s findings revealed that the complementizer was phrased with the matrix clause, with
the pause occurring after the complementizer. The fact that, in the present study, the subordinate
conjunction was consistently phrased with the subordinate clause signals the close connection
between the conjunction and the subordinate clause. The reset and the pause marked the
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boundary between the two intonational phrases: the main clause and the subordinate clause
since pauses are frequently found at intonational phrase boundaries (Truckenbrodt, 2005).
Similarly, in Bemba language, where pitch reset occurred at the beginning of the main clause
when a dependent clause was fronted, a pause followed the dependent clause, defining the
boundary between the two intonational units (Kula & Hamann, 2017). Some speakers of
Southern dialects of German realized a pause after the first clause in coordinated utterances
before a reset occurred in the second clause (Truckenbrodt, 2002). In Kↄnni, a tone language
spoken in the Northern part of Ghana, speakers inserted a pause before embedded clauses in
complex utterances (Cahill, 2017). However, a pause may be optional in complex sentences in
Tswana, a southern Bantu tone language; the occurrence of a pause depends on the linear order
of the clauses (Zerbian, 2017). Although a pause may accompany a pitch reset within a complex
sentence to define the boundary between the main clause and the dependent clause, the results
suggest that pause realization is not a necessary feature of pitch reset and is optional since two
speakers rarely inserted a pause between the two units. In such cases, pitch reset is the only
significant cue for a dependent clause.
Additionally, the downtrend observed in the matrix and dependent clauses was caused by the
expected local interactions between Low and High tones (downstep). The final High and Low
tone of the intonational phrases moving to a lower level, also similar to Kügler’s (2016)
findings, explains the Final Lowering rule pointed out by Paster (2010). Paster maintained that,
in Akan, there is a Final Lowering rule, which modifies High tones at the final position in an
utterance to Low. Kügler (2017) explained this lowering of the final tone in Akan utterances as
tonal neutralization appearing at the end of an intonational phrase. Kügler stated that a sentencefinal High tone neutralizes to Low even when there is no Low tone to cause downstep.
Similarly, the f_0 contour of a sentence with only High tones may glide downwards throughout
the sentence without a Low tone to initiate the lowering, and the pitch pattern of sentences with
only Low tones may gradually move downwards to a final Low tone. Sentence-final lowering
is also found in Mambila, Moro, Chimwiini, Tumbuka, and Embosi, although Tumbuka and
Embosi have no downdrift, which initiates the downward movement of the f_0 contour
(Downing & Rialland, 2017).
Moreover, the difference between the pitch range of the dependent clause and the matrix clause
seen in the utterances appears to demonstrate the dependency of the subordinate clause on the
matrix clause. The difference in the pitch range could also explain how Akan speakers pre-plan
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longer utterances, adapting the pitch register according to the sentence’s length to maintain
declination throughout the utterance. As posited by Truckenbrodt (2002), the pitch range
difference suggests that pitch reset does not always reach the peak of the initial utterance,
especially in a register lowering language like Akan, where a dependent clause may also be
downstepped relative to the main clause. Also, compared to the more significant tonal
difference observed within the syllables of the word that preceded the subordinate conjunction,
the slight difference reflected in the word that followed the conjunction was probably because
the following word was found towards the end of the complex sentence.
Further, the fact that the High tones and Low tones were realised differently in the consecutive
syllables demonstrate that tone is very much relative in Akan, which points to Pike (1948) and
Abercrombie (1967), who stated that absolute pitch is not the most important factor in the tone
system of a language but the position of the points in the pitch contour relative to each other.
The relativity of pitch is also explained with regards to a speaker's pitch range since each
speaker uses the relatively different pitch levels available in his or her pitch range. Thus, the
most significant factor determining lexical tone contrasts in Twi is relative pitch and not
absolute pitch (Manyah, 2010).
The effect of the High-final syllable of the preceding noun on the Low-initial syllable of the
following verb reflected in the data accounts for High tone spreading in Akan. Kügler (2017)
asserted that High tone spreading is found across word boundaries, where the Low-initial tone
of a following word is deleted, and the High-final tone of a preceding word spreads onto the
Low-initial syllable. On the other hand, Marfo (2004) identified High tone spreading as
boundary assimilation and explained that boundary assimilation could be expressed through
deletion or dislodging. With assimilation-by-deletion, the High tone deletes the Low tone and
causes no downstep in the following High tone, while with assimilation by dislodging, the Low
tone is dislodged and causes downstep in the following word-initial High tone. Marfo (2003)
also mentioned that boundary assimilation is conditioned by factors such as speech rate.
Whether a case of High tone spreading or boundary assimilation, the results demonstrate that a
word-final High tone could influence a following word-initial Low tone in Akan. The High tone
spreading was particularly dominant in the utterances produced by one male speaker; the
speaker’s speech rate was especially higher compared to the other speakers.
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5.1

Tone-intonation interaction

The interaction between lexical tones and intonation is a significant facet of linguistic systems
since both phenomena implicate f_0 but perform distinct functions, and the occurrence of
lexical tones together with structural intonation or intonational tones could be complex.
Michaud and Vaissière (2015) described intonational tones as when ‘in some tonal languages,
tone can serve as a marker for functions at the phrasal level’ (p.59). For instance, tone languages
may use tonal means to differentiate interrogative sentences from declarative ones.
Additionally, in some tone languages, certain junctures within an utterance could be defined by
boundary tones. Boundary tones are found at the edges of intonational phrases, and
phonetically, they are differentiated from final lexical tones by their scaling (Genzel, 2013).
For example, in Chichewa, boundary tones affect the f_0 realization of lexical tones, which
causes the f_0 values of lexical tones in questions to be higher than in declarative statements
(Myers, 1996).
Hyman and Monaka (2011) identified three types of interactions between lexical tones and
intonation in tone languages, including accommodation, avoidance, and submission. In
languages that exhibit accommodation, the system is divided so that lexical tones and intonation
minimally interact, and they are both realized. In languages with submission, intonation
overrides lexical tones, while intonation is minimized in languages, which reflect avoidance.
Hyman and Monaka explained that there could be incomplete or complete avoidance in some
languages that exhibit avoidance. In incomplete avoidance, one or more lexical tones may
override intonation, while in complete avoidance, the language does not allow any form of
structural intonation.
Accommodation can be found in some Mexican languages belonging to the Oto-Pamean
language family; in these languages, lexical tones are confined to pre-final syllables, and wordfinal syllables are preserved for intonational contrasts (Hyman and Monaka, 2011).
Accommodation is found in Chichewa and Tumbuka (Downing, 2017), while Shingazidja, a
Bantu language of Comoros, exhibit submission (Patin, 2017). Patin revealed that that are also
instances where lexical tones dominate intonation, indicating that a language may exhibit more
than one type of interaction. For example, in Shingazidja, the occurrence of the super-High tone
on yes-no questions on the penult or antepenult in an utterance depends on the presence or
absence of a High or Low tone on the last syllable.
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Kügler (2017) explained the interaction between lexical tones and intonation in Akan as
avoidance as lexical tones are dissociated from intonational tones. Observations made from the
present study signal that the interaction between lexical tones and pitch reset in Akan can be
interpreted as avoidance as disclosed by Kügler; it is clear that reset is larger when it is a High
tone but smaller when it is a Low tone, and lexical tones after pitch reset are also maintained.
In Akan, intonation is minimized, and lexical tones generally shape the f_0 contour of
utterances. However, Kügler pointed out that the appearance of tonal neutralization at the end
of declarative utterances could support accommodation, and this implies that Akan exhibit
accommodation in addition to avoidance.
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6

Conclusion

The present study has aimed to increase the knowledge of lexical tones as they occur alongside
intonation in the Akan language. The study has shown that Akan speakers employ pitch reset
as a prosodic cue for dependent clauses. As speakers reach the lower end of their pitch register
in the main clause within a complex utterance, they reset the f_0 contour within the subordinate
conjunction to signal the direct relationship between the conjunction and the subordinate clause;
simultaneously, speakers pre-plan the complex utterances by pitching the initial clause higher
to maintain the declination contour. Since lexical tones typically shape the f_0 contour of Akan
utterances, lexical tones also determine the degree of f_0 reset in Akan, as reset is more
significant when it is a High tone but smaller when it is Low.
The fact that speakers seemed to mark contrast in the subordinate conjunction, as the reset
consistently occurred in the conjunction, could be further investigated to find out whether focus
is preventing further declination and triggering the reset in the conjunction. Future studies could
also concentrate on the tonal behaviour of other conjunctions in post-lexical intonation, as the
study reflects that different conjunctions behave differently tonally in Akan. One limitation of
the present study is the small sample size: only five native speakers of Asante Twi. Time
constraints of the master’s thesis coupled with the COVID-19 pandemic could not allow for
many speakers. While the study focused on speakers in the Helsinki region, the study did not
consider how long the subjects have lived in Finland since longer living outside one’s home
country could cause first language attrition. Future studies could control this factor, or more
participants could be sampled from Kumasi, where the Asante Twi dialect is originally spoken.
Although the main dialects of Akan, including Twi and Fante, are mutually intelligible, and
there are minor variations in their prosodic patterns and sound inventory, the results could be
generalized across the dialects; nevertheless, future investigations could focus on the other
dialects to ascertain any dialectal differences.
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Appendix
Complex sentences used for the audio recordings. Sentences 65-96 were taken from Kügler
(2016) and used as fillers.
1. Ásɔ̀ ǹtɔ́ sófì gyé sὲ Mánsá ábà.
Asↄ will not buy shovel unless Mansa comes.
2. Kòfí ǹtɔ́ sófì gyé sὲ Yàà ábà
Kofi will not buy shovel unless Yaa comes.
3. Ámà ǹtɔ́ àbέ gyé sὲ Mánsá ábà.
Ama will not buy palm nut unless Mansa comes.
4. Òwúsú ǹtɔ́ àbέ gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà ábà.
Owusu will not buy palm nut unless uncle comes.
5. Ámà ǹtɔ́ sófì ànsá nà Mánsá ábà.
Ama will not buy shovel before Mansa comes.
6. Wɔ̀fà ǹtɔ́ sófì ànsá nà Yàà ábà.
Uncle will not buy shovel before Yaa comes.
7. Ásɔ̀ ǹtɔ́ àbέ ànsá nà Mánsá ábà.
Asↄ will not buy palm nut before Mansa comes.
8. Kòfí ǹtɔ́ àbέ ànsá nà Yàà ábà.
Kofi will not buy palm nut before Yaa comes
9. Òwúsú m̀frέ Ásɔ̀ gyé sὲ Mánsá áfìrì hɔ́.
Owusu will not call Asↄ unless Mansa leaves there.
10. Yàà m̀frέ Ámà gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà áfìrì hɔ́.
Yaa will not call Ama unless uncle leaves there.
11. Ámà m̀frέ Kòfí gyé sὲ Mánsá áfìrì hɔ́.
Ama will not call Kofi unless Mansa leaves there.
12. Òwúsú m̀frέ Mánsá gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà áfìrì hɔ́.
Owusu will not call Mansa unless uncle leaves there.
13. Kòfí m̀frέ Ámà ànsá nà Mánsá áfìrì hɔ́.
Kofi will not call Ama before Mansa leaves there.
14.Òwúsú m̀frέ Ásɔ̀ ànsá nà Yàà áfìrì hɔ́.
Owusu will not call Asↄ before Yaa leaves there.
15. Wɔ̀fà m̀frέ Kòfí ànsá nà Mánsá áfìrì hɔ́.
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Uncle will not call Kofi before Mansa leaves there.
16. Ásɔ̀ m̀frέ Mánsá ànsá nà Yàà áfìrì hɔ́

.

Asↄ will not call Mansa before Yaa leaves there.
17. Kòfí ǹsà gyé sὲ Mánsá bèrὲ ásò.
Kofi will not dance unless it's Mansa's turn.
18. Òwúsú ǹsà gyé sὲ Yàà bèrὲ ásò.
Owusu will not dance unless it's Yaa's turn.
19. Kòfí ńkàsá gyé sὲ Mánsá bèrὲ ásò.
Kofi will not talk unless it's Mansa's turn.
20. Yàà ńkàsá gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà bèrὲ ásò.
Yaa will not talk unless it's uncle's turn.
21. Ásɔ̀ ǹsà ànsá nà Mánsá bèrὲ ásò.
Asↄ will not dance before it's Mansa's turn.
22. Ámà ǹsà ànsá nà Yàà bèrὲ ásò.
Ama will not dance before it's Yaa's turn.
23. Òwúsú ńkàsá ànsá nà Mánsá bèrὲ ásò.
Owusu will not talk before it's Mansa's turn.
24. Kòfí ńkàsá ànsá nà wɔ̀fà bèrὲ ásò.
Kofi will not talk before it's uncle's turn.
25. Ásɔ̀ ǹnà gyé sὲ Mánsá ádà.
Asↄ will not sleep unless Mansa sleeps.
26. Mánsá ǹnà gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà ádà.
Mansa will not sleep unless uncle sleeps.
27. Yàà ńnìdí gyé sὲ Mánsá ádà.
Yaa will not eat unless Mansa sleeps.
28. Ámà ńnìdí gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà ádà.
Ama will not eat unless uncle sleeps.
29. Òwúsú ǹnà ànsá nà Mánsá ádà.
Owusu will not sleep before Mansa sleeps.
30. Ásɔ̀ ǹnà ànsá nà Yàà ádà.
Asↄ will not sleep before Yaa sleeps.
31. Kòfí ńnìdí ànsá nà Mánsá ádà.
Kofi will not eat before Mansa sleeps.
32. Òwúsú ńnìdí ànsá nà Yàà ádà.
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Owusu will not eat before Yaa sleeps.
33. Òwúsú ǹtɔ́ sófì gyé sὲ Mánsá ábà.
Owusu will not buy shovel unless Mansa comes.
34. Ámà ǹtɔ́ sófì gyé sὲ Yàà ábà.
Ama will not buy shovel unless Yaa comes.
35. Kòfí ǹtɔ́ àbέ gyé sὲ Mánsá ábà.
Kofi will not buy palm nut unless Mansa comes.
36. Ásɔ̀ ǹtɔ́ àbέ gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà ábà.
Asↄ will not buy palm nut unless uncle comes.
37. Yàà ǹtɔ́ sófì ànsá nà Mánsá ábà.
Yaa will not buy shovel before Mansa comes.
38. Mánsá ǹtɔ́ sófì ànsá nà Yàà ábà.
Mansa will not buy shovel before Yaa comes.
39. Kòfí ǹtɔ́ àbέ ànsá nà Mánsá ábà.
Kofi will not buy palm nut before Mansa comes.
40. Ásɔ̀ ǹtɔ́ àbέ ànsá nà Yàà ábà.
Asↄ will not buy palm nut before Yaa comes.
41. Yàà m̀frέ Ásɔ̀ gyé sὲ Mánsá áfìrì hɔ́.
Yaa will not call Asↄ unless Mansa leaves there.
42. Kòfí m̀frέ Ámà gyé sὲ áfìrì hɔ́.
Kofi will not call Ama unless uncle leaves there.
43. Òwúsú m̀frέ Kòfí gyé sὲ Mánsá áfìrì hɔ́.
Owusu will not call Kofi unless Mansa leaves there.
44. Kòfí m̀frέ Mánsá gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà áfìrì hɔ́.
Kofi will not call Mansa unless uncle leaves there.
45. Òwúsú m̀frέ Ámà ànsá nà Mánsá áfìrì hɔ́.
Owusu will not call Ama before Mansa leaves there.
46. Wɔ̀fà m̀frέ Ásɔ̀ ànsá nà Yàà áfìrì hɔ́.
Uncle will not call Asↄ before Yaa leaves there
47. Ásɔ̀ m̀frέ Kòfí ànsá nà

Mánsá áfìrì hɔ́.

Asↄ will not call Kofi before Mansa leaves there.
48. Kòfí m̀frέ Mánsá ànsá nà Yàà áfìrì hɔ́.
Kofi will not call Mansa before Yaa leaves there.
49. Òwúsú ǹsà gyé sὲ Mánsá bèrὲ ásò.
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Owusu will not dance unless it's Mansa's turn.
50. Kòfí ǹsà gyé sὲ Yàà bèrὲ ásò.
Kofi will not dance unless it's Yaa's turn.
51. Yàà ńkàsá gyé sὲ Mánsá bèrὲ ásò.
Yaa will not talk unless it's Mansa's turn.
52. Ámà ńkàsá gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà bèrὲ ásò.
Ama will not talk unless it's uncle's turn.
53. Yàà ǹsà ànsá nà Mánsá bèrὲ ásò.
Yaa will not dance before it's Mansa's turn.
54. Ásɔ̀ ǹsà ànsá nà Yàà bèrὲ ásò.
Asↄ will not dance before it's Yaa's turn.
55. Kòfí ńkàsá ànsá nà Mánsá bèrὲ ásò.
Kofi will not talk before it's Mansa's turn.
56. Òwúsú ńkàsá ànsá nà wɔ̀fà bèrὲ ásò.
Owusu will not talk before it's uncle's turn.
57. Yàà ǹnà gyé sὲ Mánsá ádà.
Yaa will not sleep unless Mansa sleeps.
58. Kòfí ǹnà gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà ádà.
Kofi will not sleep unless uncle sleeps.
59. Ásɔ̀ ńnìdí gyé sὲ Mánsá ádà.
Asↄ will not eat unless Mansa sleeps.
60. Mánsá ńnìdí gyé sὲ wɔ̀fà ádà.
Mansa will not eat unless uncle sleeps.
61. Kòfí ǹnà ànsá nà Mánsá ádà.
Kofi will not sleep before Mansa sleeps.
62. Òwúsú ǹnà ànsá nà Yàà ádà.
Owusu will not sleep before Yaa sleeps.
63. Ámà ńnìdí ànsá nà Mánsá ádà.
Ama will not eat before Mansa sleeps.
64. Ásɔ̀ ńnìdí ànsá nà Yàà ádà.
Asↄ will not eat before Yaa sleeps.
65. Nàná yὲὲ àdwúmá nà ɔ̀nyáá sìká.
Nana worked and he got money.
66. Kòfí yὲὲ àdwúmá nà ɔ̀nyáá sìká.
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Kofi worked and he got money.
67. Mánsá yὲὲ àdwúmá nà ɔ̀nyáá sìká.
Mansa worked and he got money.
68. Òwúsú yὲὲ àdwúmá nà ɔ̀nyáá sìká.
Owusu worked and he got money.
69. Yàà yὲὲ àdwúmá nà ɔ̀nyáá sìká.
Yaa worked and he got money.
70. Ásɔ̀ yὲὲ àdwúmá nà ɔ̀nyáá sìká.
Asↄ worked and he got money.
71. Ámà yὲὲ àdwúmá nà ɔ̀nyáá sìká.
Ama worked and he got money.
72. Wɔ̀fà yὲὲ àdwúmá nà ɔ̀nyáá sìká.
Uncle worked and he got money.
73. Nàná kàà ɛ̀nórà sɛ̀ kúkúóbá bɔ́.
Nana said yesterday that small pot breaks.
74. Kòfí kàà ɛ̀nórà sɛ̀ kúkúóbá bɔ́.
Kofi said yesterday that small pot breaks.
75. Mánsá kàà ɛ̀nórà sɛ̀ kúkúóbá bɔ́.
Mansa said yesterday that small pot breaks.
76. Òwúsú kàà ɛ̀nórà sɛ̀ kúkúóbá bɔ́.
Owusu said yesterday that small pot breaks.
77. Yàà kàà ɛ̀nórà sɛ̀ kúkúóbá bɔ́.
Yaa said yesterday that small pot breaks.
78. Ásɔ̀ kàà ɛ̀nórà sɛ̀ kúkúóbá bɔ́.
Asↄ said yesterday that small pot breaks.
79. Ámà kàà ɛ̀nórà sɛ̀ kúkúóbá bɔ́.
Ama said yesterday that small pot breaks.
80. Wɔ̀fà kàà ɛ̀nórà sɛ̀ kúkúóbá bɔ́.
Uncle said yesterday that small pot breaks.
81. Kòfí rébísá nó ná Sɛ̀bɛ̀ àdà.
While Kofi was asking Sɛbɛ was asleep.
82. Mánsá rébísá nó ná Sɛ̀bɛ̀ àdà.
While Mansa was asking Sɛbɛ was asleep.
83. Òwúsú rébísá nó ná Sɛ̀bɛ̀ àdà.
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While Owusu was asking Sɛbɛ was asleep.
84. Yàà rébísá nó ná Sɛ̀bɛ̀ àdà.
While Yaa was asking Sɛbɛ was asleep.
85. Ásɔ̀ rébísá nó ná Sɛ̀bɛ̀ àdà.
While Asↄ was asking Sɛbɛ was asleep.
86. Ámà rébísá nó ná Sɛ̀bɛ̀ àdà.
While Ama was asking Sɛbɛ was asleep.
87. Wɔ̀fà rébísá nó ná Sɛ̀bɛ̀ àdà.
While uncle was asking Sɛbɛ was asleep.
88. Nàná rébísá nó ná Sɛ̀bɛ̀ àdà.
While Nana was asking Sɛbɛ was asleep.
89. Mé hwéhwέ yí Kòfí bέtúmi àdà.
While I'm searching Kofi can sleep.
90. Mánsá hwéhwέ yí Kòfí bέtúmi àdà.
While Mansa is searching Kofi can sleep.
91. Òwúsú hwéhwέ yí Kòfí bέtúmi àdà.
While Owusu is searching Kofi can sleep.
92. Yàà hwéhwέ yí Kòfí bέtúmi àdà.
While Yaa is searching Kofi can sleep.
93. Ásɔ̀ hwéhwέ yí Kòfí bέtúmi àdà.
While Asↄ is searching Kofi can sleep.
94. Ámà hwéhwέ yí Kòfí bέtúmi àdà.
While Ama is searching Kofi can sleep.
95. Wɔ̀fà hwéhwέ yí Kòfí bέtúmi àdà.
While uncle is searching Kofi can sleep.
96. Nàná hwéhwέ yí Kòfí bέtúmi àdà.
While Nana is searching Kofi can sleep.
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